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A rotational scaled quaternion algebra is a ten-parameter four-dimensional real 
algebra whose automorphism group contains SO(2). We determine which of these 
algebras are division algebras and which are normed algebras. For the division 
algebras we determine all automorphisms and derivations and solve the 
isomorphism problem. ;c 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we define the class of four-dimensional scaled quaternion 
algebras and investigate a subclass of these algebras which properly con- 
tains a class studied by Benkart and Osborn [2] containing the classical 
quaternions as well as the pseudo-quaternions [S]. We show which of the 
algebras in the subclass are division algebras and for these algebras we 
determine the isomorphism classes, automorphism groups, derivation 
algebras, and nullity and list the 16 normed algebras. 
Apart from the quaternions, the algebras we consider are nonassociative. 
In general they will not have a multiplicative identity. 
DEFINITION. A four-dimensional real algebra d is a scaled quaternion 
algebra if it has a basis {xi, ~1~) CX~, x4} with respect to which the multi- 
plication of d has the following table, for some fixed choice of real 
numbers qu. 
aI a2 u3 u4 
El 411a1 q12a2 q13a3 q14a4 
a2 421 a2 q22a1 q23 a4 q24a3 
a3 931a3 q32a4 q33al 434a2 
a4 q41 a4 q42a3 943a2 q44al 
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Any basis {a,, a,, a3, a4} yielding such a multiplication table is called a 
standard basis. 
A rotational scaled quaternion algebra is a scaled quaternion algebra with 
standard basis {a,, a*, a3, a4} with respect to which it has the multiplica- 
tion table 
a1 a2 a3 ff4 
@I qa, ra2 ua3 ua4 
a2 sa2 la1 va4 -va3 
@3 we3 xa4 .val za2 
a4 wa4 -xa3 -za2 .wl 
These algebras are four-dimensional real algebras that have certain 
automorphism groups containing the special orthogonal group X)(2), thus 
the name rotational. (See Section 3 below.) 
EXAMPLES. (1) The quaternions have all scalars 1, except t = y = - 1. 
(2) The Benkart-Osborn algebras [2] have 
q= 1, r=u=yl, s=w=[, t=y= -p, and fJ= -x=z= 1. 
(3) The pseudo-quaternions [6] have all scalars - 1 except 
q=v=z=l. 
2. THE DIVISION ALGEBRA CONDITION 
A real linear algebra d is a division algebra if for any nonzero CI in d 
and any /? in d the linear equations 
ax=/? and .va=P 
have unique solutions in 8. 
THEOREM 1. Let d be a rotational scaled quaternion algebra with 
standard basis {a,, a2, a3, a4} yielding a multiplication table with 
parameters q, r, . . . . z. Then & is a division algebra if and only if 
svwz > 0, ruxz < 0, tvxy < 0, and quwy < 0. 
Proof: Let L,(B) = a/3 denote left translation by a. Then & is a division 
algebra if and only if det L,,, +baz+c1,+dr4 is a positive definite form as a 
function of a, 6, c, and d. Routine expansion yields 
det L ua, + hq + (‘23 +ds14 = AR2 + B(a, b) R + C(a, b) = p,.,(R), 
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where 
A = wxyz, 
B(a, b) = ( -qxz - rwy) ua2 + ( - twz + sxy) vb’, 
C(u, b) = (qra2 - stb2)(u2a2 + v2b2), 
and 
R = c* + d2. 
Thus d is a division algebra if and only if the only roots of p,,JR) are 
(a) 0, negative or complex if (a, b) = (0, 0), 
(b) negative or complex if (a, b) # (0,O). 
( = ) Let d be a division algebra. Suppose (a, 6) # (0,O). Then for 
pJR) to have only complex roots, we must have 
Condition I. B’(a, b) - 4AC(a, 6) < 0; 
and for p,,(R) to have only negative roots, we must have 
Condition II. [ -&a, b) f JB2(a, b) - 4AC(u, b)]/2A < 0 
for both choices of sign. 
A simple consideration of the cases A > 0 and A < 0 reveals that Condi- 
tion II is equivalent to 
Condition II’. AB(u, b) > 0 and AC(a, b) > 0. 
For (a, b) # (0,O) with ub = 0, 
B2(u, b) - 4AC(u, 6) = [ ( - rwy + qxz) uu* + (sxy + twz) vb*] 2 2 0. 
Thus Condition I fails, so AB(u, b) > 0 and AC(u, b) > 0. Setting a = 0 
yields 
wxyzu( - twz + sxy) > 0 and - wxyzst > 0. 
Note that (- twz)(sxy) = - wxyzst >O, so - twz and sxy have the same 
sign. Thus wxyzv has the same sign as - twz and sxy, so 
wxyzv( - twz) > 0 and wxyzv(sxy) > 0. 
It follows that tuxy < 0 and svwz > 0, which are two of the required condi- 
tions. The conditions ruxz < 0 and quwy < 0 follow similarly by setting 
b = 0. 
( = ) Conversely, suppose that 
suwz > 0, ruxz < 0, tvxy < 0, and quwy < 0. 
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Then A = wxyz #O, so if (a, b) = (0, 0), p,JR) = AR2 has 0 as its only 
root. Now consider (a, b)# (0,O). If Condition I fails, then 
B2(a, b) - 4AC(u, h) > 0. Furthermore, 
AB(a, b)= wxyz[( -qxz-rwy) ua2+ (-fwz+sxy) ub2] 
= [ ( - quwy) x2z2 + ( - ruxz) w2y2] u2 
+ [ ( - tuxy) w2z2 + (suwz) x2y2] b2 > 0 
and 
AC(u, h) = wxyz(qru2 - stb2)(u2u2 + u2h2) 
= 
[ 
f (quwY)( ruxz)u2+; ( -suwz)(tuxy)b2 1 
x ( u2u2 + u2h2) > 0. 
Thus Condition II’ holds. Therefore d is a division algebra. 
Remark. In the case of the Benkart-Osborn algebras the first three 
inequalities in the division algebra condition are automatically satisfied by 
the coefficients. The fourth condition is the division algebra condition 
fiq[ > 0 reported in their paper [2]. 
3. ISOMORPHISM CONDITION 
In this section we normalize the standard bases of two rotational scaled 
quaternion division algebras and give necessary and sufficient conditions 
on the mutiplication table coefficients for the algebras to be isomorphic. 
We also calculate the automorphism group of any rotational scaled quater- 
nion division algebra. 
Using the basis change 
PI = (l/qb, 3 B3=JvL& 
P2=Jmb2, f%=vm&l 
we obtain a normalized standard basis; that is, a standard basis for which 
q= (tl = IyI = 1. 
Here and in subsequent sections, we use the notation [rli to indicate the 
coefficient of czi in the expansion of y as a linear combination of the 
appropriate standar’d basis elements. To shorten the argument, we write 
[yli: (Equation) 
when the given equation arises from consideration of the coefficient [rli. 
481’146 l-9 
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hMMA 2. Let &’ and d’ be rotational scaled quaternion division 
algebras with normalized standard bases {cI,, CQ, a3, LL,} and {a;, cc;, a;, k,} 
yielding multiplication tables with parameters r, s, . . . . z and r’, s’, . . . . z’, 
respectively. Suppose cp: d -+ &’ is an isomorphism with matrix [pii], 
i, j= 1, 2, 3, 4 with respect to these bases. Then 
(a) P~~=P~~=O; 
(b) pIl= 1, ~31=~41=0; 
(cl u = u’, w = w’; and 
(d) P~=PM=@ 
Proof (a) Since z # 0 and 
Crp(a3) da4) - da4) dQ1, : 2zp12 = 0 
we have p12 = 0. Then 
Cd4)12 : tp21 = (r’ + 0 p12 p2* 
implies pZI = 0 as well. 
(b) Consider 
Cda311 : pll(l- pII) = Y’(P& + pi,). 
Assume pI1 = 0. Then since y’ # 0, we have p31 = pdl = 0. But this means 
that the entire first column of the matrix for cp is zero, which contradicts 
the fact that cp is an isomorphism. Therefore, pI1 # 0, and 
p11= 1 * P31 = P41 = 0. 
Assume pI1 # 1, so (Pan, p4,) # (0,O). Then from 
C444)13 : fp31 = - (0’ + ~‘1 pz2 pd2 
[da:)14 : tP41 = c”’ + x’) P22P32 
it follows that p2* # 0. 
Now the system 
[da~-a~)12: (r’+s’)p13p23-(r’+s’)p14p24=o 
Cdhh+a,a,)l, : (r’+s’)pb~p~~+ (r’+s’)p,,p,,=O 
has determinant (r’ + s’)~ (p:, + p:,). Thus either (pz3, p24) = (0, 0), 
(p13, p14) = (0, O), or r’ + s’ = 0. 
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Assuming (pz3, pz4) = (0,O) yields the system 
Cv(a1 ‘%)I2 : 0 = Z’P43 P31 - Z’P33 P41 
Cdal~4)12 :O=z’P44P3,-z’P34P41 
whose determinant z”( p33 pd4 - p34 pd3) is 0 since (p3, j p41) + (O,O). 
Similarly, assuming (p13, p14) = (0,O) yields the system 
Cd~l~3)ll : o= Y’P33P31+ Y’P43P41 
Cq(al~4)ll : o= Y’P34P3, + Y’P44P41 
with determinant ~‘~(p,, p44 - p34 p43) = 0. Since y’ # 0 and z’ # 0, we find 
in either case that 
P33 P44 - P34 P43 = 0 and [da3c14)12 : zP22 = O. 
But this implies pz2 = 0, a contradiction. Thus (p23, p24) # (0,O) and 
(p13, P,~) # (0, 0), so Y’ + s’ = 0. But 
[v(alcc3+a3al)12 : c”+ w)p23=(r’+s’)pl,p23=o 
[dala4+cr4crl)12: (“+w)p24=(r’+s’)pllp24=o 
so u + w = 0. Finally, 
yield u - w = 0 as well, so u = w = 0. But this is a contradiction. Thus the 
assumption is false, so pl, = 1 and (p3,, p4,) = (0, 0). 
(c) Consider the eight equations 
CV(aIuj)lk :(“-u’)Pkj =O, [cp(~l~ct,)]~ : (w - w’)pkj = 0, i, k = 3,4. 
Because det cp # 0 and (p31, p41) = (0, 0), at least one of p33, p34, p43, and 
p44 is nonzero. Thus u = U’ and w = w’. 
(d) Assume p13 # 0. Then 
Cd@l~3)11 : (u- l)P,,=o 
L-d~3~1)1* : (w- l)P,,=o 
imply u’ = u = 1 = w = w’. Thus the system 
b(cr:)13:2P13P33-(u’+x’b23P43=o 
[da:)14 : (u’ + -x’) P23 p33 + %13 P43 = 0 
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has determinant 4p:, + (u’ + x’)~ p& # 0, so p33 = pd3 = 0. Then the system 
has determinant 4p:, + (u’ + 2)’ p& # 0, so pj4 = pd4 = 0. But this implies cp 
has determinant 0, a contradiction. Thus pIj = 0. 
The argument that p,4 =0 follows similarly from consideration of 
CdaIa4)lIy Cda4a,)lI, Cdai)l3, CddL Cda3a4+w3)13 and 
CvP(a3a4 + a4a3)14. 
THEOREM 3. Let d and d’ he rotational scaled quaternion division 
algebras with normalized standard bases yielding multiplication tables with 
parameters r, s, . . . . z and r’, s’, . . . . z’, respectively. Then d and d’ are 
isomorphic tf and only tf 
v x z -=--c-z 
0’ X’ z’ 
b, where lb1 = 1, 0) 
and all other corresponding parameters are equal. When this is the case, the 
linear transformation CP: d -+ ~4 whose matrix with respect to the bases 
1 aI, a2, a3, ad} and {a’,, a;,&, 4) is 
[; i ii; :;;,I (I) 
for some real 8, is an isomorphism. Moreover, any isomorphism from ~4 to 
d’ has a matrix of ths form, unless the following stronger conditions are 
satisfied: 
u=u’=r=r’ w=wf=s=&yr, UC -x=z 
v’= -x’=zf t = t’ = y = y', v = + v’. 
(ii) 
- 
When the latter conditions hold, any linear transformation $1 d -+ d’ whose 
matrix with respect to the bases {a,, az, a3, a4} and {a;, a;, a;, ak} is 
1 0 [ 1 0 B’ (11) 
where B lies in O(3) (i.e., is an orthogonal matrix) and has determinant v/v‘, 
is an isomorphism. Moreover, any isomorphism of d and d’ must have a 
matrix of this form. 
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Proof: Assume that there exists an isomorphism cp: d -+ d’ with 
matrix [pij] with respect o the normalized standard bases { IX~, a2, as, a4j 
and {a;, a;, a;, a:}. Then by the preceding lemma, 
Pll = 13 24 = u’, w = w’, 
PI2 = PI3 = PI4 = P21 = P31 = P41 = 0. 
Case 1. Assume that p23 = pz4 = 0 or pj2 = pd2 = 0. 
In either case, since rp is an isomorphism, pzz # 0. If p23 = pz4 = 0, 
[v(a3a4)13 : P32=O 
[da3a4)14: P42=O. 
On the other hand, if p3* = p42 = 0, 
[v(a2a3)12 : P24=O 
[da2a4)12 : P23=O. 
Thus in this case we in fact have 
P23 = P24 = P32 = P42 = O. 
Then since cp is an isomorphism and p22 # 0, 
Cv(al a2)12 :r = r’ 
[q(a2a,)]2 : s=s’. 
From 
and ItJ = It’/ = 1, it follows that (~~~1 = 1. Now 
b(a2a3)131 [da3a2)13 : :p34= -p22843=Jp34, 
[~(a2a3)14,[~(a3a2)1, : :P44= P22P33 =:p41 
[da2a4)13T [da4’2)13 : :P33= p22p44 =Jp33? 
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Because cp is an isomorphism and P,~ = p14 = 0, at least one of pj3, p34, pd3, 
and p+, is nonzero. It follows that 
v x -=-= 
v’ x’ 6, 
for some nonzero real number b, and 
P22P44 P:* P33 
P33 = 
-=bZ b
P22 P43 P:2 P34 
p34= -7=- b2 
P22 P34 Pz2 P43 p43= --= 
b b2 
P22P33 Pi2P44 p44= - =- 
b b2 ’ 
Thus b2 = pz2 = 1, p22=+b, P~~=+P~~, and p34=f~43. Hence, 
(p33, p34) # (0,O) and there exist c > 0 and 0 such that 
p,,=ccos8 and p34 = c sin 8, 
so 
p43 = fc sin 0 and p44= fccos8. 
Furthermore, 
Cd4)lI : Y = C’Y’ 
and ( y( = 1 y’( = I imply y = y’ and c = 1; and finally 
[dc(Jc(4)12 : zp22 = fz’ implies %b=;. 
Z’ V 
Thus we have shown that if conditions (i) hold, when an isomorphism cp: 
d + d’ has a matrix in which either ~23 = ~24 = 0 or ~32 = ~24 = 0, this 
matrix is of the form (I). Furthermore, computation shows that under the 
conditions (i), any linear transformation with such a matrix is an 
isomorphism. 
Case 2. Now aSSLUm that (p23, p24) # (0, 0) and (p32, p42) # (0, 0). 
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Then 
imply 
Similarly, 
r’ = u’. 
imply that 
Cd~,%)13 : (r-u’)I%,=O 
IIda, F?)l‘i : (r - U’lP42 = 0 
u’ = r, 
follows similarly from consideration of [q(c~a,)]~, [q(~~a,)]~, 
Cda2~,)13, and Cv(~~~)l~. 
Furthermore, 
yield 
cd%~,+~,~,)l, : (u+x)P,,=o 
[Id%%+~4’%)1, : (“+x)P*,=O 
0+x=0. 
Suppose that pz3 # 0. Then 
C&413 : 0 = Co’+ x’) P43 
cd4)14 : 0 = (0’ +x11 P33 
yield 
Cd%% + %%)I3 : 0 = (0’ +x’) P23 P42 
Cv(a2a3 + ~3a2)14 : O= (ff+x’)hh 
On the other hand, if p24 # 0, 
Cd413 : 0 = (u’+ X’)P,, 
Cd4)l‘I : 0 = (0’ +x’) PM 
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C’p(a*a, + h%)13 : 0 = (u’ + X’)P*,P‘l* 
C~(~*~,+~,%)l, :o= (~‘+x’)P*,P,,. 
It follows in either case that 
u’ + x’ = 0. 
The fact that d and &’ are division algebras implies tuxy < 0 and 
t’u’x’y’ -C 0. But o + x = 0 = u’ + x’, so vx < 0 and u’x’ < 0, and hence ty > 0 
and t’y’ > 0. Since 1 tI = 1 yl = 1 t’l = I y’l = 1, we have t = y and t’ = y’, and 
from 
Cd4)11 : t = t’(d* + A + PL, 
we conclude that t = t’ = y’ = y. Now we have the system 
Cdd)I 1 : 1 = I& + A* + Pi* 
Cv(dl1 : 1 = P:3 + d3 + PL 
cv(@:)II : 1 =P:4+A+P:‘l 
[da2a3)11 :p22p23+p32p33+p42p43=” 
[da2a4)l l : P22 P24 + P32 P34 + P42 P44 = o 
[da3a4)11 : P23P24+P33P34+ P43P44=05 
which implies that 
P22 P23 P24 
P42 P43 P44 
is an orthogonal matrix, as claimed. 
We also have the following system: 
Cda3a4)12 :HYPE = &2 
Cda2a4)13 : :p33 = B3,, Cda2a3)13 : :p34 = B3, 
Cda2a4)14 : :p4) = B,,, Cv(a2a3)14 : :p44 = B4,, 
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where B, is the cofactor of pi, in B. On the other hand, because the matrix 
B is orthogonal, BT = BP i = (l/det B) Bad’, which yields the complemen- 
tary set of equations 
(det B) pii = B,, i, j= 2, 3, 4. 
Thus since (pZ3, ~24) f (0, O), (Pi*, ~42) f (0, O), and (pJ3, p34, p43, PAZ 
(0, 0, 0, 0), we must have 
V -=====detB= +1 
z’ v’ 0’ 
which imply that 
v = z, v’ = z’, and v= +li. 
It follows that if any of the conditions (ii) fails to hold, the only 
isomorphisms cp: LX? -+ AZ?’ are of the form (I); and if conditions (ii) hold 
and I,+: ~4 -+ d’ is an isomorphism whose matrix [pii] with respect to 
normalized standard bases of d and d’ has (pZ3, pZ4) # (0,O) and 
(Pan, pd2) # (0, 0), then [p,] is of the form (II). However, it is easy to 
verify that conditions (ii) imply conditions (i); thus if conditions (ii) hold 
and (pZ3, pZ4) = (0,O) or (Pan, pa2) = (0, 0), the matrix [pii] must be of the 
form (I). In this case 
is an orthogonal matrix with determinant equal to v/v’. Thus under the 
conditions (ii), any isomorphism tj: d + JX?’ has a matrix of the form (II) 
with respect to normalized standard bases of d and JZ?‘. Finally, if condi- 
tions (ii) hold and II/: d --f &” is a linear transformation with such a 
matrix, then a computation shows that $ is indeed an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 4. Let d be a rotational scaled quaternion division algebra 
with normalized standard basis {u, , a*, clj, ~1~) yielding a multiplication table 
with parameters r, s, . . . . z. Then the linear transformation cp: &’ + AZ?’ with 
matrix 
(I’) 
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with respect to this basis, for some real 6, is an automorphism of d. Further- 
more, any automorphism of d has a matrix of this form, unless 
r = u, s = w, v= -x=z and t = y. 
In the latter case, the linear transformation II/: d -+ d’ whose matrix with 
respect to {x1, a2, N3, ad} is 
(II’) 
where B is an orthogonal matrix of determinant one, is an automorphism of 
d, and any automorphism of d has a matrix of this form. 
Remark. Corollary 4 is closely related to a theorem of Hahl [S]: If d 
is a four-dimensional real division algebra with identity then d has a 
three-dimensional automorphism group if and only if it has a basis 
{ 1, i, j, k} such that for some positive real number r, i* = j’ = k2 = --z; ij = 
-ji=k; ki= -ik=j; and jk= -kj=i. 
COROLLARY 5. Let S$ be a rotational scaled quaternion division algebra 
with a normalized standard basis yielding a multiplication table with 
parameters r, s, . . . . z, and let Aut d be the automorphism group of d. 
(i) If r = u, s = w, t = y and v = -x = z, then Aut ral z SO(3). 
(ii) Otherwise, Aut d z Z/22 x SO(2). 
4. DERIVATION ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION. A derivation of an algebra d is a linear transformation 
6: d + r;4 such that 
J(M) = aW) + &a)B, for all a, fl in LZ/ 
LEMMA 6. Let d be a rotational scaled quaternion division algebra and 
let 6: d + d be a derivation of d with matrix [qii] with respect to the 
standard basis (a 1, a 2, a3, ad} of d. Then 
(a) qii =O, for i= 1, 2, 3, 4; 
(b) qIj = qjl = 0, for j = 2, 3, 4; and 
(cl q34= -q43. 
Proof (a) Since d is a division algebra, q # 0 and t # 0. But 
C&a311 : wll = 0 and C@a311 : Qll =2fe2. 
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Thus qll = qz2 = 0. Similarly, 
C6CcrZ)ll :.Yqii=O, for i= 3, 4, 
imply that q33 = qd4 = 0. 
(b) Since [S(a:)], : yq,, =O, we have q2, =O. Furthermore, 
C~(@,%)l, : (r-q)q,,=O 
C~(%~,)ll : b-q)q,*=O 
C~(4)1, : (r + s)q,, = 0, 
and at least one of r-q, s-q, and r + s is nonzero, since q #O. Thus 
q,2 = 0. In addition, 
r/w313 : (u + WI413 - yq31= 0 
ca(@,a, )I I : (w - 91413 - yq31= 0 
C~(‘% a311 1 : (u - 41413 - .w31 = 0. 
Because y # 0, and u + W, w - q, or u - q is nonzero since q # 0, at least one 
of the systems formed by pairs of the three equations above has nonzero 
determinant. Thus 
q13 = 431 = 0. 
The proof that q14 = qdl = 0 follows in a similar fashion from consideration 
of C@d)L C&c~~~)l~ and C6(~l~4)ll. 
(c) Since y # 0, [G(cc~Q)I 1 : 0 = y(q,, + qd3) implies q34 = -q43. 
THEOREM 7. Let 6: d + s#’ be a linear transformation of a rotational 
scaled quaternion division algebra d whose matrix with respect to a standard 
basis is 
[ 00 0  0 -a 0 0 a’  I (1) 
Then 6 is a derivation of d. Moreover, any derivation of d has a matrix of 
this form, unless 
r = u, s = w, v+x=o, and vy = tz, 
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in which case 6 is a derivation qf d if and only if it has a matrix of the form 
[ 00 0  bxlz a/z -a 0 bc 0 a 01 (11) 
.for some real numbers a, b, and c. 
Proof. A calculation shows that under the appropriate conditions, 
linear transformations with such matrices are derivations. Now let 
6: & + d be a derivation with matrix [qii] with respect to the standard 
basis {a,, c(~, CI~, Q}. Then since q31 =qdl =0 and q,X=q14=0, for i=3, 4 
and (j, k) = (3,4), (4, 3) we have 
[&a,ai)l2 : (r-u)q,, =O, [I&w,)12 : (s-Whi =o 
[S(~IM~)I~: (r-u)qi2=0, CG~cc~cc~~li~~s~w~~i~~o 
L-~bj%k :0 = (0 + xh,, C&w,)1 1 : - tq2i = yqi2 
C44)lk : 0 = (v + x)q,*, [Id(a2aj)12 : vq2k= -zqk2. 
If r # U, s # w, v +x # 0, or uy # tz, then qZ3 = q24 = q32 = q42 = 0. Setting 
a = qX4 and applying the preceding lemma, we find that 6 has a matrix of 
form (I). 
On the other hand, if r = u, s = w, v + x = 0, and uy = tz, we set a = q34, 
b= q23, and c=q,,. Then the equations above imply qj2 = bxlz and 
q4* = cx/z. Again applying the preceding lemma, the result follows. 
Remarks. (1) There are algebras that satisfy the stronger conditions, 
notably the classical quaternion algebra. (2) The statement of Corollary 4 
can be generalized to nonnormalized standard bases. The reader may check 
that the conditions for determining automorphisms in the generalized 
statement are identical to the conditions for determining derivations in 
Theorem 7. 
COROLLARY 8. Let Der d denote the derivation algebra of the rotational 
scaled quaternion division algebra d. If r # u, s # w, v + x # 0, or vy # tz, 
then Der JXI is isomorphic to [w. Otherwise, Der d is isomorphic to su(2). 
Proof The first statement is obvious. Suppose that r = u, s = w, 
u +x = 0, and uy = tz. Then since ruxz < 0 in a division algebra, x/z < 0. 
Thus we may define 
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D, = 
D,= 
D,= 
[ 
0 0 
0 0 J&i 
0 (x/z) Jm 0 0 ' 
0 0 0 0 1 00 0 00 0 [ I 00 0 2’ 0 0 -2 0 
[ 
0 0 
0 0 J+T-): 
0 0 0 0 . 
0 (x/z) &qF) 0 0 I 
It is obvious that {D,, D2, D3} is a basis of Der d and it is easy to check 
that [Dl, D2] = 2D,, [D,, D3] = 2D1, and [D3, Dl] =2D,. The result 
follows. 
Remark. In [Z], it is shown that the derivation algebra of a four- 
dimensional real division algebra is isomorphic to either {0}, R! or $42). 
The Benkart-Osborn algebras are introduced to provide an example of the 
latter case; our result provides further examples. 
5. NULLITY 
In this section we determine the number of elements required to generate 
a rotational scaled quaternion division algebra. 
DEFINITION. A set B= {PI, . . . . /?,} generates an algebra L@ if every 
element in SJ can be written as a finite expression in sums, scalar multiples, 
and products involving only elements of B. The nuility of g is the smallest 
number of elements that generate ~8. 
Remark. In a rotational scaled quaternion algebra with standard basis 
{c~i, 0z2, CY.~, a,} clearly c(~ and ~1~ generate the algebra since 
1 
CY1 =-a; and 
1 
t M4=uc(2u3. 
THEOREM 9. Zf v +x # 0, r # u, or s # w, then d has nullity one, 
481:146/i-10 
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Proof. Assume that v +x # 0, r # U, or s # w. It suffices to show that 
there exists an element /I = aor, + bol, which generates an element 
y = rnq + na3 independent of fi, for then CQ and ti3 lie in the span of { fl, ‘J ). 
Assume the result is false and let /I = aclz + bee,. Note that 
p’ = (a? + b2y)a, + ub(v + x)a4, 
/3/?2=a[(a2t+b2y)s+b*(vfx)z]a2 
+b[(u*t+b*y)w-u2(u+x)u]or,, 
and 
p/3=u[(u2t+b2y)r-b*(v+x)z]cc, 
+b[(&+b2y)u-u2(u+x)x]cc,. 
Hence, for any real numbers c and d, 
c/?/?’ + df12b = u[(u*t + b*y)(cs + dr) + b2(v + x)(cz- dz)]a2 
+ b[(u*t + b2y)(cw + du) - u2(v + x)(cu + dx)]ct3 
=ma,+ncc,=y. 
By assumption, /I and y are linearly dependent, so 
0 = an - bm = ub{ [(u2t + b*y)(cw -k du) -a’(~ + x)(cv + dx)] 
- [(u2t+b2y)(cs+dr)+b2(u+x)(cz-dz)]} 
= ub(a*[t(cw + du) - (v + x)(cv + dx) - t(cs + dr)] 
+ b2[y(cw + du) - y(cs + dr) - (v + x)(cz - dz)]}. 
Since this equation must hold for all choices of u and b, 
t(cw + du) - (v + x)(cu + dx) - t(cs + dr) = 0 
y(cw + du) - y(cs + dr) - (v + x)(cz - dz) = 0. 
That is, 
c[t(w-s)-v(v+x)]+d[t(u-r)-x(v+x)]=O 
c[y(w-s)-z(v+x)]+d[y(u-r)+z(v+x)]=O. 
But this system must be satisfied by all choices of c and d. Hence, 
(1) t(w-.s)-v(u+x)=O 
(2) t(u-r)-x(v+x)=O 
(3) y(w-s)-z(v+x)=O 
(4) y(u-r)+z(u+x)=O. 
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Note that since t # 0, Eqs. (1) and (2) imply that if u + x = 0, then r = u and 
s = w, a contradiction. Thus v + x # 0. Since y and z are nonzero, Eqs. (3) 
and (4) imply that 
w-s+u-r=o. 
But adding Eqs. (1) and (2) yields 
t(w-s+u-r)-((o+x)2=0, 
which implies that u + x = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence, the assumption is false, and there exist u, b, c, and d such that 
/I = aa + ba, and y = c/IB’ + d/I28 are independent. The result follows. 
THEOREM 10. If v + x = 0, r = u, and s = w, then d cannot be generated 
by a single element. 
ProoJ: Let /I = aclr + ba, + ca3 + dcl,. Then 
p2= [a2q+b2t+(c2+d2)y-a2(r+s)]u.,+a(r+s)j?, 
@lB=4q-rbl +rB, 
pa, =a(q-s)cr, +sg. 
It follows that p/I’, p2/I, and /?‘/I” are linear combinations of a, and /I. 
Hence, fi generates at most the two-dimensional subalgebra of d spanned 
by /I and CI~, so & is not generated by a single element. 
6. NORMED ALGEBRAS 
In this section we determine which of the scaled quaternion algebras are 
normed algebras with respect to a standard basis. 
DEFINITION (See [3]). The norm of the element 
with respect to the basis {c(~, CC?, a3, IX,} is 
lcll=a:+az+af+aj. 
An algebra d is a normed algebra if it has a norm that satisfies 
laPI = I4 IBI, for all a, /l in d. 
Remarks. (1) It is easy to show that a normed algebra is a division 
algebra. (2) There are other definitions of norm. (For example, see [ 11.) 
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THEOREM 11. Zf the rotational scaled quaternion algebra d is a normed 
algebra with respect to a standard basis, then the coefficients in the multi- 
plication table defined by this basis are all f 1. 
Conversely, if r;4 is a rotational scaled quaternion division algebra all of 
whose table coefficients are + 1, then d is a normed algebra. 
Proof: Let d be a normed algebra with respect to the standard basis 
@lY tx2, c+, ~1~ ) and let p denote any coefficient in the corresponding multi- 
plication table. 
Then pa, = criaj, for some i, j and k. 
Hence, p2 = Ipa, = laiorjl = Ia,1 lajl = 1, so p = f 1. 
Conversely if all the table coefficients are + 1, the equation 
holds if 
qt = -rs, qy= -uw, ty= -vx, 
y2 = z2, rz = - ux, sz = VW. 
But y2 = z2 is immediately true and the other equalities follow from the 
division algebra conditions. (The equation qt = -rs follows from con- 
sideration of all four conditions.) 
Remark. It follows from the preceding theorem that there are at most 
21° rotational scaled quaternion normed algebras. Replacing a1 with -a, 
and/or interchanging a3 and a4 yields isomorphic algebras with q = z = 1. 
A computer check of the division algebra conditions for the remaining 
28 = 256 sign possibilities reveals that there are actually at most 16 rota- 
tional scale quaternion normed algebras, which we denote by A, B, . . . . P in 
the following table. 
ABCDEFGHZJKLMNOP 
-l-l-l-l-l-l-l-l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-1-1-l -1 1 1 1 l-l-l -1-l 1 1 1 1 
-1-1-1-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1-1 -1 
-1-l 1 l-l-l 1 l-l -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 
-1 l-l l-l l-l l-l l-l l-l 11 1 
l-l l-l -1 l-l 1 l-l l-l -1 l-l 1 
-1-1 1 l-l -1 1 1 1 l-l-l 1 l-l -1 
l-l -1 l-l 1 l-l l-l -1 1 -1 1 l-l 
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Algebra P is the classical quaternion algebra. Algebras B, D, N, and P 
have right identities, and algebras K, L, 0, and P have left identities. 
Algebra B is a pseudo-quaternion algebra mentioned in [6]. 
If there were an isomorphism between two of these algebras, by 
Theorem 3, we would necessarily have corresponding table parameters 
with u/u’ = W/W = r/r’ = s/s’ = 1. Thus there are exactly 16 nonisomorphic 
normed rotational scaled quaternion algebras, as defined by the table 
above. 
Remark. Hurwitz’s Theorem [4] says that the only real normed 
algebras with identity are the reals, complexes, quaternions, and Cayley 
numbers. The first 15 algebras in the preceding table are real normed 
algebras without identity. 
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